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We investigate new-physics contributions to b → s`` transitions in the context of an effective field theory
extension of the Standard Model, including operator mixing at one loop. We identify the few scenarios where a
single Wilson coefficient, C/Λ2 ∼ 1/TeV2, induces a substantial shift in the lepton flavour universality ratios
RK and RK∗ at one loop, while evading Z-pole precision tests, collider bounds, and other flavour constraints.
Good fits to the present data are achieved by a left-handed current operator with quark-flavour indices (2, 2) or
(3, 3), hitherto overlooked. Interestingly, the running of the Standard Model Yukawa matrices gives the dom-
inant effect for these scenarios. We match the favoured effective-theory scenarios to minimal, single-mediator
models, which are subject to additional stringent constraints. Notably, we recognise three viable instances of
a leptoquark with one coupling to fermions only. If the anomalies were confirmed, it appears that one-loop
explanations have good prospects of being directly tested at the LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the past several years, semileptonic B-meson decays
have exhibited an intriguing pattern of deviations from the
Standard Model (SM) predictions. Data indicate an appar-
ent violation of lepton flavour universality (LFU), that is,
B-mesons decay with different rates into different lepton
flavours. The most compelling observations come from LHCb
measurements of the theoretically clean [1, 2]
R
[q21 ,q
2
2 ]
K(∗) =
B′(B → K(∗)µ+µ−)
B′(B → K(∗)e+e−) , (1)
where B′ stands for the partial branching fraction integrated in
the interval q2 ∈ [q21 , q22 ] of dilepton squared-momenta. The
reported values of RK(∗) in different q2-bins are consistently
smaller than the SM predictions [3], providing motivation for
new-physics contributions to b → s`` transitions. A further
departure from LFU has been observed in exclusive B-meson
decays based on b → c`ν transitions (` = e, µ, τ ) [4–7],
which may also point to physics beyond the SM.
Since no clear evidence of new physics has been found in
direct searches at the LHC, it is reasonable to assume that new
degrees of freedom have masses well above the electroweak
scale. In this case, an effective field theory (EFT) respecting
the full SM gauge symmetry, known as the SMEFT, provides
the most appropriate description of data [8, 9]. Within this
framework, the b → s`` and b → c`ν anomalies point to
very different scales of new physics [10], namely M/gNP ∼
20 TeV and 2 TeV respectively, where gNP denotes a generic
tree-level coupling between the SM fermions and new states
of mass M . Given the present exclusion limits from direct
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searches and assuming perturbative couplings, the charged-
current anomalies can only be explained via tree-level con-
tributions, while the neutral-current ones can potentially be
explained by tree or loop-level contributions.
In this paper, we systematically determine which scenarios
can significantly contribute toRK(∗) at loop level. While tree-
level contributions require states with mass M ∼ 20 TeV ×
gNP, in the case of operator mixing at one loop we obtain,
instead, M ∼ 20 TeV × gNP × (gSM/4pi), which brings
the new physics scale close to the one currently probed by
direct searches at the LHC. Tree-level EFT contributions to
RK(∗) within the SMEFT were first identified in Ref. [11]
and quantitatively studied in e.g. Refs. [12–14]. One-loop so-
lutions have been less extensively studied, despite being the
most intriguing option for phenomenology. We aim to ad-
dress two main questions. Is there room for new physics close
to the TeV scale, despite the existing direct searches, and elec-
troweak and flavour constraints? If room is left, which light
states are expected and how can they be tested at the LHC?
Some one-loop contributions to b → s`` have already been
identified in Ref. [12]. In this article, we will perform a more
comprehensive analysis, considering all possible Wilson coef-
ficients (WCs) and flavour indices within a complete basis of
dimension-six SMEFT operators, and using the latest experi-
mental results.
The loop effects can be computed using the renormalisa-
tion group equations (RGEs) of operators introduced at some
new physics scale Λ, which is assumed to be larger than the
electroweak scale [15–17]. Operator mixing is also impor-
tant for identifying complementary experimental constraints
on a given WC, see e.g. Ref. [18]. We will consistently take
into account all relevant one-loop mixing effects to assess the
viability of each scenario, studying an extended collection of
experimental constraints with respect to previous analyses. Fi-
nally, we will build single-mediator simplified models, which
provide an explicit realisation of the viable EFT scenarios,
and we will account for additional, model-dependent bounds
on the relevant mediators. Our general classification of new
physics contributions to RK(∗) will be independent of the cur-
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2rent experimental values, which are not yet settled, hence our
analysis will remain pertinent when the time comes to reinter-
pret updated experimental results.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we introduce the effective Lagrangian describing the
b→ s`` transition at tree-level and confront it with the RK(∗)
anomalies. In Sec. III, we extend our discussion to loop-level
contributions via an analysis of the RGEs. The viable loop-
level EFT scenarios are characterised in detail in Sec. IV, and
the simplified models matching onto these scenarios are pre-
sented in Sec. V. Our findings are summarised in Sec. VI.
II. EFFECTIVE THEORY FOR SEMI-LEPTONIC DECAYS
II.1. Low-energy weak effective description
The effective Lagrangian used to describe b → s`i`i tran-
sitions can be written as
LWET = 4GFλt√
2
∑
i,a
Ciia (µ)Oiia (µ) + h.c. , (2)
where λt = Vtb V ∗ts, and C
ii
a denote the relevant Wilson co-
efficients, which should be evaluated at µ = mb. For the
discussion that follows, the relevant operators are
Oii9 =
αem
4pi
(s¯Lγ
µbL)(¯`iγµ`i) , (3)
Oii10 =
αem
4pi
(s¯Lγ
µbL)(¯`iγµγ5`i) , (4)
as well as the primed operators, O′9,10, which are obtained
from those above by the chirality flip PL ↔ PR in the quark
current. We will not consider the electromagnetic dipole op-
erator, O7, since it contributes equally to decays to electrons
and muons [19]. Moreover, (pseudo)scalar operators are not
relevant to our discussion since they are tightly constrained
by B(Bs → µµ) [20], while tensor operators are forbidden at
dimension-6 by the SM gauge symmetry [8, 11]. In this sec-
tion, we will omit the dependence on the renormalisation scale
and takeCa ≡ Ca(mb). Effects related to operator mixing via
RGEs will be discussed in Sec. III.
II.2. Matching at the electroweak scale
We start by matching Eq. (2) onto the Warsaw basis [9],
which respects the SM gauge symmetry, SU(3)c×SU(2)L×
U(1)Y . This approach is valid as long as the masses of new
states are sufficiently larger than the electroweak scale, as is
suggested by the status of direct searches at the LHC. We nor-
malise the SMEFT effective Lagrangian as
LSMEFT = 1
Λ2
∑
i
CiOi , (5)
where Oi are dimension-six operators and Ci denotes their
WCs introduced at the new physics scale, Λ. The fermionic
operators in the SMEFT have definite chiralities, since they
involve either left-handed or right-handed fermions.1 Among
the semileptonic operators, three involve left-handed quarks,
namely2
O eq
prst
= (epγµer)(qsγ
µqt) , (6)
O(1)lq
prst
= (lpγ
µlr)(qsγµqt) , (7)
O(3)lq
prst
= (lpγ
µσI lr)(qsγµσ
Iqt) , (8)
where σI are the Pauli matrices. These operators can be
matched onto Eq. (2) via
Cii9 =
pi
αemλt
v2
Λ2
(
C eq
ii23
+ C
(1)
lq
ii23
+ C
(3)
lq
ii23
)
, (9)
Cii10 =
pi
αemλt
v2
Λ2
(
C eq
ii23
− C(1)lq
ii23
− C(3)lq
ii23
)
. (10)
The operators with left-handed currents, O(1)lq and O(3)lq , and
non-vanishing WCs for electrons and/or muons have been
considered in several studies as the simplest explanation of
the RK(∗) anomalies, cf. e.g. [21] for a recent review.
Another possibility is to consider operators involving right-
handed quarks. While these scenarios are typically discarded
as a viable explanation of the LFU hints since they cannot
simultaneously explain RexpK < R
SM
K and R
exp
K∗ < R
SM
K∗ via
new physics couplings to muons, this can be achieved in some
cases if couplings to electrons are considered instead [22].
The relevant SMEFT operators are
O ed
prst
= (epγ
µer)(dsγµdt) , (11)
O ld
prst
= (lpγ
µlr)(dsγµdt) . (12)
These can be matched onto Eq. (2) via(
Cii9
)′
=
pi
αemλt
v2
Λ2
(
C ed
ii23
+ C ld
ii23
)
, (13)
(
Cii10
)′
=
pi
αemλt
v2
Λ2
(
C ed
ii23
− C ld
ii23
)
. (14)
As will be discussed below, these operators require a smaller
new-physics scale and/or larger couplings than purely left-
handed operators to explain the present anomalies, but they
nevertheless remain consistent with existing bounds.
II.3. Tree-level explanations of the LHCb anomalies
We shall now identify the effective coefficients among those
of Sec. II.2 capable of explaining at tree-level the current de-
1 See Appendix A for the conventions used in this paper.
2 Note that we do not consider operators involving the Higgs boson and
quarks only, such asO(1)Hq =
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
(qγµq), since they induce LFU
contributions to b→ s``.
3SMEFT Flavour indices Low energy WCs Best fit 1σ 2σ Pull
C
(1,3)
lq (2223) C
µµ
9 = −Cµµ10 +0.30 (0.18, 0.40) (0.11, 0.49) 4.2σ
C
(1,3)
lq (1123) C
ee
9 = −Cee10 −0.33 (−0.50,−0.20) (−0.85,−0.15) 4.0σ
Ceq (1123) Cee9 = Cee10 +1.31 (1.00, 1.63) (0.75, 1.83) 4.4σ
Ced (1123) (Cee9 )′ = (Cee10)′ −1.36 (−1.70,−1.02) ∪ (1.08, 1.73) (−1.90,−0.78) ∪ (0.63, 1.93) 4.1σ
TABLE I. List of viable single WCs in the SMEFT which accommodate RK(∗) , while being consistent with B(Bs → µµ). The scale of new
physics is considered to be Λ = 20 TeV. Our results are in agreement with the fits performed in Refs. [13, 14, 23].
viations measured by LHCb. The most recent LHCb determi-
nations of RK(∗) [1, 2] are3
R
[1,6]
K = 0.846
+0.060
−0.054
+0.016
−0.014 , (15)
R
[1.1,6]
K∗ = 0.660
+0.110
−0.070 ± 0.024 , (16)
R
[0.045,1.1]
K∗ = 0.685
+0.113
−0.069 ± 0.047 . (17)
Moreover, a weighted average of the latest LHCb, CMS and
ATLAS measurements [25–27] gives
B(Bs → µµ)exp = (2.93± 0.42)× 10−9 . (18)
This branching ratio is the cleanest observable related to the
transition b → sµµ, as far as hadronic uncertainties are con-
cerned, and it is slightly below, though still in reasonable
agreement with, the SM prediction, B(Bs → µµ)SM =
(3.65± 0.23)× 10−9 [28], given the large uncertainties.
In Table I, we list the single WCs which can provide a sig-
nificantly improved description of current data via a tree-level
contribution, along with their best-fit regions. Flavour indices
are chosen to produce tree-level contributions, assuming that
the Yukawa matrix is diagonal in the down-quark sector. The
scale of new physics is fixed for illustration to be Λ = 20 TeV.
The successful scenarios are chosen by requiring that the pull
for a single degree of freedom,
√
χ2SM − χ2best fit, gives at least
a 3σ improvement on the SM.
We considered the range |Ci/Λ2| <∼ 1/(10 TeV)2 for the
WCs in Table I, so that the new physics contributions toRK(∗)
are sub-dominant with respect to the SM ones. This require-
ment allows us to discard far-fetched solutions that involve a
large cancellation between the SM and new physics contribu-
tions. From Table I, we see that the present discrepancies can
be accommodated with left-handed operators satisfying
C
(1,3)
lq
2223
− C(1,3)lq
1123
' 0.3×
(
Λ
20 TeV
)2
, (19)
3 Belle also performed similar LFU tests [24], however we have explicitly
checked that their experimental uncertainties remain too large to provide a
meaningful modification of our low-energy fit.
where the new physics contribution can arise via the couplings
to electrons or muons.4 More importantly, as already antici-
pated in the previous section, we find viable solutions with
couplings to right-handed electrons. Note, in particular, that
these scenarios require a new physics WC about four times
larger than the ones in Eq. (19).
To further illustrate our results, two scenarios of pairs of
WCs are shown in Fig. 1: (i) operators with purely left-handed
currents, O(1,3)lq , coupled to electrons and muons (left panel),
and (ii) right-handed lepton operators,Oeq andOed, with cou-
plings only to electrons (right panel). The only solution we
find in the first scenario is the one described by Eq. (19). The
case of operators with right-handed lepton currents has several
solutions since they contribute differently to RK and RK∗ , as
shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. Some of them are achieved
with a single WC, as described in Table I.
The above discussion considers only WCs generated at tree-
level at the scale Λ. However, non-negligible contributions
can also arise at loop level. Loop effects may be the main
source of lepton flavour universality violation, or they can ap-
pear on top of tree-level contributions, when a more general
flavour structure is considered, as we shall discuss now.
III. EFFECTIVE THEORY AT ONE LOOP
In this section we extend our discussion to LFU viola-
tion effects generated through renormalisation group evolu-
tion from the ultraviolet scale, Λ, down to the scale of B-
physics experiments, µ ' mb. SM interactions induce non-
trivial operator mixing from Λ down to the electroweak scale,
which we identify for definiteness as the top-quark mass,
µEW ' mt, thus neglecting the small difference between mt
andmW . The RGE contributions below the electroweak scale
are negligible, since the QCD corrections vanish for semi-
leptonic operators with a (axial-)vector quark current, which
are protected by the Ward identity.
4 As an example of a solution involving a large cancellation, we mention that
an equally good fit is realised by replacing' 0.3 with' −5.7 in Eq. (19),
and by setting the muonic coupling to be zero.
4Λ = 20 TeV
Combined fit
RK
RK*
Bs→μμ
-2 -1 0 1 2
-2
-1
0
1
2
Clq
(1,3)
1123
C
lq(1,3) 2223
Λ = 20 TeV
Combined fit
RK
RK*
-2 -1 0 1 2
-2
-1
0
1
2
Ceq
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C
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23
FIG. 1. Constraints on the left-handed WCs C(1,3)lq coupled to electrons and muons (left panel), and the WCs containing right-handed lepton
currents, Ceq andCed, coupled to electrons (right panel). The allowed regions are derived from the experimental measurements to 2σ accuracy
of RK (green), RK∗ (red) and Bs → µµ (gray) by assuming Λ = 20 TeV. The combined fit of this data is shown by the dark (light) blue
regions at 1σ (2σ).
We will now classify the operators that do not contribute
to RK(∗) at tree-level, but rather via one-loop diagrams,
and quantify these contributions. These are scenarios which
generate one of the operators identified in Table I at loop
level. To identify the viable scenarios, we consider a leading-
logarithmic approximation in our analytical expressions. Only
the dominant RGE effects will be kept, namely those propor-
tional to the top-quark or charm-quark Yukawas, provided that
the latter are enhanced by a CKM factor (e.g. ∝ Vcs/Vts).
Loops involving other Yukawa couplings can safely be ig-
nored. Contributions induced by the bottom-quark Yukawa
(i.e. the largest Yukawa we neglect) cannot be CKM enhanced
and are therefore sub-dominant. Gauge loops can also be ne-
glected, as they do not change the operator flavour and chiral-
ity structure, as required to obtain a one-loop contribution to
RK(∗) . The validity of these approximations has been corrob-
orated by using a numerical code which accounts for one-loop
RGE effects [30]. Finite (non-logarithmically enhanced) one-
loop effects cannot be extracted from our RGE analysis, but
we will point out some cases where they may be relevant.5
Two-loop contributions can be safely neglected, as they are
sizeable only for Λ below the electroweak scale, which is for-
bidden by a number of experimental constraints.
5 See Ref. [31–33] for one-loop matching results in the EFT of b → s tran-
sitions.
III.1. SMEFT operators mixing into RK(∗)
Loop contributions to RK(∗) could arise from two different
sources:
(a) Operators with a different Lorentz and/or gauge struc-
ture to the SMEFT operators which contribute at tree-
level, listed in Sec. II.2.
(b) Operators with the same Lorentz and gauge structure as
the tree-level ones, but with a choice of flavour indices
that forbids tree-level contributions.6
For scenario (a), keeping our assumptions on the Yukawa
dominance of the RGE contributions, we find that the new
operators that mix via RGEs into those listed in Sec. II.2 are
OHe
ii
=
(
H†
←→
D µH
)
(eiγ
µei) , (20)
O(1)Hl
ii
=
(
H†
←→
D µH
) (
liγ
µli
)
, (21)
O(3)Hl
ii
=
(
H†
←→
D µσ
IH
) (
liγ
µσI li
)
, (22)
with flavour indices i ∈ {1, 2}, and the semileptonic operators
O eu
iist
= (eiγ
µei)(usγµut) , (23)
6 Recall that we define SMEFT operators in a basis where Yd is diagonal at
the scale Λ.
5O lu
iist
= (liγ
µli)(usγµut) , (24)
where the dominant effects come from flavour indices (s, t) =
(2, 3) or (3, 3).
For scenario (b), one should consider the operators of
Sec. II.2, but with different quark flavour indices. More
specifically, the relevant possibilities are
O eq
iist
, O(1,3)lq
iist
, for (s, t) = (2, 2) or (3, 3) .
The choice of flavour indices is meant to prevent a tree-level
contribution to RK(∗) , which requires (s, t) = (2, 3), and to
allow for the dominant one-loop effects, namely those driven
by the top-quark Yukawa. Note that the operators Oed and
Old cannot induce one-loop quark-flavour change in the basis
where Yd is diagonal at Λ.
These potential one-loop explanations of the anomalies
require a cutoff, Λ, close to the TeV scale, therefore one
should carefully inspect experimental constraints from preci-
sion electroweak measurements, low energy flavour observ-
ables, and direct searches at colliders. Note that these con-
straints are much milder for tree-level contributions to RK(∗) ,
as one can take Λ above ∼ 10 TeV.
III.2. Experimental constraints
There are several experimental constraints on the scenarios
we consider, which we now discuss in detail.
Z-pole observables. The operators listed above induce
new contributions to the leptonic W and Z-boson couplings,
which are very well constrained by LEP data [34]. The Z-
boson couplings can be parametrised in terms of the effective
Lagrangian
LZeff = −
g
cos θW
∑
f,i
f¯i γµ
[
gifLPL + g
i
fRPR
]
fi Z
µ , (25)
where θW is the weak mixing angle and
gifL(R) = g
SM
fL(R)
+ δgSMfL(R) , (26)
with gSMfL = T
f
3 − Qf sin2 θW and gSMfR = −Qf sin2 θW .
New physics contributions are described by δgZ`Li , which can
be matched at µEW onto the Warsaw basis via the relations
δgZνLi = −
v2
2Λ2
(
C
(1)
Hl
ii
− C(3)Hl
ii
)
, (27)
δgZ`Li = −
v2
2Λ2
(
C
(1)
Hl
ii
+ C
(3)
Hl
ii
)
, (28)
δgZeRi = −
v2
2Λ2
CHe
ii
, (29)
where the WCs on the right-hand sides should be evaluated at
µ = µEW. Note that semileptonic operators, such as those
listed in Eqs. (23) and (24), may contribute to C(1)Hl , C
(3)
Hl and
CHe at the one-loop level. In our analysis, we consider the
fit to LEP data performed in Ref. [35], which accounts for the
correlation among Z and W couplings to leptons arising from
SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge invariance. We also performed our
own, independent analysis and found good agreement with the
results of Ref. [35].
For illustration, we quote the constraints on C(1)Hl ±C(3)Hl for
muons at 2σ accuracy, derived from the ensemble of Z-pole
observables and evaluated at µEW. We have
C
(1)
Hl
22
+ C
(3)
Hl
22
∈ (−2.4, 1.0)× 10−2
(
Λ
1 TeV
)2
, (30)
C
(1)
Hl
22
− C(3)Hl
22
∈ (0.1, 1.4)× 10−1
(
Λ
1 TeV
)2
, (31)
with a strong correlation in the plane C(1)Hl vs. C
(3)
Hl . The lat-
ter combination, with the minus sign, is subject to a weaker
bound since the Z-couplings to neutrinos are less constrained
than those to charged leptons, cf. Eqs. (27) and (28).
LFU in kaon decays. The operators O(1)lq and O(3)lq , de-
fined in Eq. (7) and (8), are constrained by LFU tests in tree-
level semileptonic decays. The most stringent limit arises
from the ratio defined as
r
e/µ
K =
B(K → eν¯)
B(K → µν¯) , (32)
for which the experimental measurement gives re/µ (exp)K =
(2.488± 0.010)× 10−5 [36], in good agreement with the SM
prediction, re/µ (SM)K = (2.477±0.001)×10−5 [37]. Among
the WCs relevant forRK(∗) , those with flavour indices ii22 re-
ceive the strongest constraint from this observable as they de-
pend on the same CKM elements as the SM amplitude. More
explicitly, we obtain
r
e/µ (exp)
K
r
e/µ (SM)
K
≈ 1− 2 v
2
Λ2
(
C
(3)
lq
1122
− C(3)lq
2222
)
, (33)
where the running effects have been neglected for simplicity7.
From this expression, we obtain the constraint
C
(3)
lq
1122
− C(3)lq
2222
∈ (−0.10, 0.03)×
(
Λ
1 TeV
)2
. (34)
Note, also, that O(1)lq contributes to a shift in re/µK only at
one loop, hence the bounds on its WCs are correspondingly
weaker.
7 The electroweak running between µ = Λ and µEW can amount to≈ 20%
corrections, while the one below µEW is entirely negligible [38]. These
effects are included in our numerical analysis.
6LFU in B-meson decays. Similarly, important constraints
arise from LFU tests in B-meson decays, namely
R
µ/e
D =
B(B → Dµν¯)
B(B → Deν¯) , (35)
which was experimentally determined as Rµ/eD =
0.995(22)(39) [39], in agreement with the SM predic-
tion Rµ/eD = 0.9957(4), obtained by using the lattice QCD
form factors from Refs. [40, 41]. As a consequence, we find
C
(3)
lq
2233
− C(3)lq
1133
∈ (−0.70, 0.80)×
(
Λ
1 TeV
)2
. (36)
These bounds are weaker than those derived from kaon de-
cays, cf. Eq. (34), but they have the advantage of being sensi-
tive to third-generation quark couplings.
Collider bounds on contact interactions. Relevant exper-
imental constraints on effective operators with electrons can
be extracted from LEP limits on σ(e+e− → qiq¯j) obtained at
center-of-mass energies as large as
√
s = 209 GeV [42, 43].
The most stringent limits on flavour-violating operators comes
from the combined LEP data [44], from which we find, for the
relevant channel σ(e+e− → ct¯),∣∣∣C α
1123
∣∣∣ <∼ 1.5× ( Λ1 TeV
)2
, (37)
where α ∈ {lq(1,3), lu, eq, eu}, see also Ref. [45]. For
flavour-conserving operators, we obtain the most stringent
limits for σ(e+e− → bb¯ / cc¯ / uu¯ + dd¯ + ss¯) from ALEPH
data [43], which allows us to constrain operators with Λ ≈
1 TeV and O(1) couplings.
Finally, we comment on similar bounds on contact inter-
actions which can be derived from high-pT dilepton tails at
the LHC [46, 47]. While stringent limits can be derived from
this data, one should be cautious about the EFT’s validity.
Given the current experimental precision, one can probe four-
fermion operators with scales Λ ' O(1 TeV). However,
since LHC analyses observe events up to invariant dilepton
massmll ∼ O(3) TeV [48], the EFT description breaks down.
Thus, unlike for our treatment of LEP data, one should spec-
ify the propagating degree of freedom, i.e. the mediator and its
couplings, in order to correctly assess the limits in this case.
We will address this issue in Sec. V.
III.3. Numerical results
Now we turn to an estimate of the loop contributions to
RK(∗) from the operators listed above. We used the numerical
code flavio [30], combined with the package Wilson [49] for
the matching and running of effective coefficients above the
electroweak scale. 8 We have verified these numerical results
8 We have also performed cross-checks of our analytical computation with
the DsixTools package [50].
by explicitly computing the RGE effects from the anomalous-
dimension matrices given in Ref. [15–17] at leading-log ap-
proximation, as we discuss below. We have further confirmed
that one-loop matching effects computed in [31, 32] do not
qualitatively change our results.
Our results are summarised in Table II, where we give the
maximal deviation in RK ≈ RK∗ , in the q2 ∈ [1, 6] GeV2
bin, for each operator listed in Sec. III.1 after enforcing the
constraints discussed in III.2. Specifically, we impose that the
WC gives a pull away from the SM of no more than 2σ with
respect to Z-pole and LFU meson decay bounds, and simul-
taneously respects the contact interaction limits set by LEP
at 95% C.L. It should be stressed that we work in the basis
where Yd is diagonal at µ = Λ and then we rediagonalise at
µ = µEW, since we are interested in down-quark FCNC ef-
fects. Accounting for the misalignment of the Yukawa matrix
induced at one loop has a sizeable impact on the predictions
for operators containing quark doublets, as we will show in
Sec. IV.2.
From Table II, we observe that there are a few scenarios
which can produce deviations in RK(∗) between O(10%) and
O(50%). One of these operators is Olu with couplings to
muons, as already pointed out in Refs. [12, 51]. In our anal-
ysis, we observe for the first time that O(1)lq and O(1)lq + O(3)lq
can accommodate even larger deviations for certain flavour
indices. Note that there are more successful cases for opera-
tors with muons than with electrons, since the latter face ad-
ditional constraints from LEP with respect to the former. We
also note that operators containing a Higgs current can only
induce very small effects, since they are constrained at tree-
level by Z-pole observables.
IV. VIABLE ONE-LOOP SCENARIOS
We shall now discuss in detail the two main viable scenar-
ios. This will allow us to discuss the general features of the
possibilities listed in Sec. III.1, as well as to retrospectively
justify the choice of flavour indices in our numerical analysis.
IV.1. Olu = (l¯γµl)(u¯γµu)
The first example we consider is the operator Olu, defined
in Eq. (24). Even though this operator does not contribute to
FCNCs in the down-quark sector at tree-level, it induces con-
tributions at one loop, as depicted in Fig. 2. By considering the
RGE running from µ = Λ to µEW, and keeping the dominant
terms, we find that the Lagrangian at µ = µEW describing
semileptonic processes contains,
LSMEFT ⊃ log (Λ/mt)
16pi2Λ2
C lu
prvw
[Y †u ]sv [Yu]wtO(1)lq
prst
, (38)
where Yu denotes the up-type quark Yukawa, defined in Ap-
pendix A, andO(1)lq is defined in Eq. (7). By keeping the dom-
inant terms in the above expression, we find that the WCs at
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Coefficients
Flavour
Indices
2σ range RK
(2222) (−0.03, 0.10) ≈ 1
C
(3)
lq
(2233) (−0.60, 0.24) (0.95, 1.13)
(2222) (−5.4, 0.90) (0.48, 1.1)
C
(1)
lq
(2233) (−0.31, 0.72) (0.85, 1.07)
(2222) (−0.03, 0.10) (0.99, 1.03)
C
(1)
lq = C
(3)
lq
(2233) (−0.56, 0.42) (0.83, 1.25)
(2222) (−1.92, 10) ≈ 1
Ceq
(2233) (−0.90, 0.24) ≈ 1
(2223) (−10, 10) (0.88, 1.07)
Clu
(2233) (−0.76, 0.36) (0.92, 1.04)
(2223) (−10, 2.4) (1, 1.07)
Ceu
(2233) (−0.28, 0.96) ≈ 1
CHe, C
(1)
Hl or C
(3)
Hl (22) (−0.04, 0.05) ≈ 1
C
(1)
Hl = −C(3)Hl (22) (0.0, 0.13) ≈ 1
Wilson
Coefficients
Flavour
Indices
2σ range RK
(1122) (−0.10, 0.02) ≈ 1
C
(3)
lq
(1133) (−0.05, 0.48) (0.98, 1.11)
(1122) (−0.19, 0.14) ≈ 1
C
(1)
lq
(1133) (−0.41, 0.02) (0.91, 1.01)
(1122) (−0.10, 0.03) ≈ 1
C
(1)
lq = C
(3)
lq
(1133) (−0.41, 0.18) (0.84, 1.09)
(1122) (−0.35, 0.83) ≈ 1
Ceq
(1133) (−0.21, 0.28) ≈ 1
(1123) (−1.5, 1.5) (0.97, 1.02)
Clu
(1133) (−0.02, 0.43) (0.95, 1.01)
(1123) (−1.5, 1.5) ≈ 1
Ceu
(1133) (−0.29, 0.21) ≈ 1
CHe, C
(1)
Hl or C
(3)
Hl (11) (−0.02, 0.03) ≈ 1
C
(1)
Hl = −C(3)Hl (11) (−0.03, 0.02) ≈ 1
TABLE II. Allowed range of values of the WCs and ofRK ≡ R[1,6]K for each of the operators listed in Sec. III.1, after imposing the constraints
listed in Sec. III.2. The range of RK∗ in the central q2 bin is virtually identical to the RK range. We fix Λ = 1 TeV and enforce |C| ≤ 10,
which corresponds to |δC9,10| <∼ |CSM9,10|, where relevant. The selection of quark flavour indices is explained in the text. The WCs that can
accommodate the present anomalies with a pull of ≥ 3σ against the SM are shaded in grey.
µ = mb read
Cpr9 = −Cpr10
' v
2 log (Λ/mt)
16pi2Λ2
pi y2t
αem
[
C lu
pr33
+ C lu
pr23
V ∗cs
V ∗ts
yc
yt
]
.
(39)
We have neglected the tiny QED running below µ = µEW.
The above equation involves the right combination of WCs
needed to explain a deficit of RK(∗) , cf. Sec. II.1 and Table I.
Note that the mixed loop with a charm and top quark induces
a non-negligible contribution, since the CKM factor V ∗cs/V
∗
ts
partially compensates the yc/yt suppression. This feature was
first pointed out in Ref. [52], which considered a concrete
model, and further discussed in Ref. [51].
The most important constraint on this scenario arises at loop
level, from the modification of the Z-boson couplings, as de-
picted in Fig. 2. Working under the same approximations as
above, we obtain the following contribution at µ = µEW,
LSMEFT ⊃ log (Λ/mt)
16pi2Λ2
6C lu
prvw
[Yu Y
†
u ]wv O(1)Hl
pr
,
' log (Λ/mt)
16pi2Λ2
6 y2t C lu
pr33
O(1)Hl
pr
,
(40)
where O(1)Hl is defined in Eq. (21). The only significant term
arises from the top-quark loop. Recalling the discussion above
Eq. (30), we obtain from LEP data that
C lu
2233
∈ (−0.76, 0.36)×
(
Λ
1 TeV
)2
, (41)
where we fixed Λ = 1 TeV in the logarithm. On the other
hand, the quark-flavour-violating WC appearing in Eq. (39) is
not constrained by Z-pole observables.
The constraints discussed above are combined in Fig. 3 to
show the valid range of WCs in the muon sector, and to pre-
dict the allowed contributions to RK(∗) in the central q2 bin.
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FIG. 2. Diagrams contributing to O(1)lq (left) and O(1)Hl (right) via
the running of Olu. Only the contributions proportional to Yukawa
couplings are shown, and flavour indices are denoted by p, r, s, t.
Below the EWSB scale, these diagrams induce contributions to the
b→ s`` transition and to Z-boson couplings to leptons, respectively.
From this plot, we see that RK(∗) has a strong dependence
on the effective coefficient with the top quark, which, as dis-
cussed above, is tightly constrained by LEP. Conversely, it
shows only a mild dependence on the quark-flavour-violating
WC, which is poorly constrained by low-energy data. We find
that O(1) couplings can produce a O(10%) deficit in RK(∗) ,
in agreement with the latest RK measurement by LHCb [2].
These conclusions have been obtained without considering
LHC data. While high-pT dimuon tails can provide useful
limits on this scenario, their precise assessment would require
us to specify an ultraviolet completion, since LHC energies
lie beyond the regime of validity of our EFT. We postpone
this task to Sec. V, where specific mediators are considered.
IV.2. O(1)lq = (l¯γ
µl)(q¯γµq)
[
and O(3)lq = (l¯γ
µσI l)(q¯γµσ
Iq)
]
Another viable scenario that we point out here, for the first
time, is the one with a purely left-handed operator, O(1)lq , with
a flavour structure that suppresses or forbids the tree-level
contribution to b → s``. Such a flavour structure could be
realised e.g. by mediators with predominant couplings to top-
quarks and muons.9 For sake of generality, we also consider
the operator O(3)lq , which is predicted together with O(1)lq in
several models, cf. Sec. V.
The RGE from µ = Λ down to µEW modifies the WCs
of the O(1,3)lq operators, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The relevant
Lagrangian at µ = µEW can then be written as
LSMEFT ⊃
∑
a=1,3
1
Λ2
{
C
(a)
lq
prst
− 1
32pi2
log
Λ
mt
(42)
×
[
(Y †uYu)svC
(a)
lq
prvt
+ C
(a)
lq
prsv
(Y †uYu)vt
]}
O(a)lq
prst
,
where the first term corresponds to the tree-level contribution
and the others come from the one-loop RGEs. Besides these
9 See Ref. [53] for a related discussion where large couplings to third-
generation of quarks and leptons induce a measurable LFU contribution
to b→ s``.
effects, it is crucial to account for the running of the down-
quark Yukawa matrix, Yd, which induces similar size effects
in this specific scenario, as we now describe.
We assume that Yd = Yˆd is diagonal at the scale Λ and we
will quantify the modification stemming from the SM Yukawa
running to Eq. (42). This effect is described in the SM at one-
loop by [54]
16pi2
dYd
d logµ
' 3
2
(
YdY
†
d Yd − YdY †uYu
)
+ 3 Tr
[
Y †uYd + Y
†
d Yd
]
Yd − 8g23Yd ,
(43)
where the electroweak couplings and lepton Yukawas have
been neglected. The running from µ = Λ to the electroweak
scale induces an off-diagonal entry, namely
(Yd)32
∣∣∣
µ=mt
' 3V
∗
tbVts y
′
by
′ 2
t
32pi2
log
Λ
mt
, (44)
where the primed Yukawas are defined at Λ, and where we
have kept only the dominant effects. Since we are interested
in FCNC effects in the down sector, the matrix Yd should be
rediagonalised at the electroweak scale. This is achieved by
a redefinition of the quark doublets, which requires a change
of flavour basis in Eq. (42). Thus, the contribution of SMEFT
operators with quark-flavour indices 22 and 33 to the WCs of
the weak effective theory is
Cpr9 = −Cpr10 ' −
m2t
16piαemΛ2
log
Λ
mt
(
∆prmix + ∆
pr
diag
)
,
(45)
where the matching of Eq. (42) gives
∆prmix =
(
C
(1)
lq
pr33
+ C
(1)
lq
pr22
+ C
(3)
lq
pr33
+ C
(3)
lq
pr22
)
, (46)
while the contribution which is induced by the SM Yukawa
running and quark doublet redefinition at µEW is
∆prdiag = 3
(
C
(1)
lq
pr33
− C(1)lq
pr22
+ C
(3)
lq
pr33
− C(3)lq
pr22
)
. (47)
We see that the two effects are of the same order, in fact the
diagonalisation gives a larger contribution than the mixing.
This Yd running is also important for the other semi-leptonic
operator containing quark doublets, Oeq . We accounted for
these effects in Table II by using the package Wilson [49],
finding good agreement with the analytical expressions given
above.
We now turn to constraints on this scenario. The WC
C
(3)
lq is bounded at tree-level by LFU tests in meson de-
cays. The other crucial limit arises from Z-pole observables,
cf. Ref. [18]. These observables are affected at µ = µEW by
the RGE contributions,
LSMEFT ' log (Λ/mt)
16pi2Λ2
6 y2t |Vtb|2
[
C
(1)
lq
pr33
O(1)Hl
pr
− C(3)lq
pr33
O(3)Hl
pr
]
.
(48)
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FIG. 3. Predictions for RK(∗) in the central bin (blue lines) coming from the running of WCs Clu (left panel) and C
(1)
lq (right panel) coupled
to muons, taking Λ = 1 TeV. The green band corresponds to region allowed by the constraints listed in Sec. III.2. See text for details.
which are combined with other low-energy constraints to de-
termine the allowed parameter space (green region) in the
right panel of Fig. 3. The RK(∗) contours in the same plot
show that this scenario can produce a deficit as large as 40%
for O(1) couplings.10 These contributions can be larger than
the ones in the Olu scenario, as can be seen by comparing the
two panels in Fig. 3.
IV.3. Complementary observables
Before discussing the matching of the above operators onto
concrete models, we comment on other flavour observables
that might be modified at loop level. First, we have explicitly
checked that B(K → piνν) and B(B → Kνν) will receive
H
q3
lr
lp
q3
q2
H
u3 q2
C
(1,3)
lq
lr
lp
q3
q2
C
(1,3)
lq
u3
FIG. 4. RGE-induced mixing of the operators O(1,3)lq , with quark
flavour indices (22) and (33), into the same operator with indices
(23), which contributes to RK(∗) .
10 Note that the combination C(1)lq = C
(3)
lq can produce equally large effects
for RK(∗) , cf. Table II. In particular, this linear combination mixes into
C
(1)
Hl − C
(3)
Hl , which is weakly constrained by Z-pole data, cf. Eq. (31).
contributions smaller than O(10%) compared to the SM pre-
dictions, from the same loops shown in Figs. 2 and 4.11 These
values are smaller than the planned sensitivity of NA62 [56]
and Belle-II [57] experiments, thus are difficult to probe in the
coming years.
Another potential probe of these scenarios is the muon g−2,
which currently shows a ≈ 3.7σ discrepancy with respect to
the SM, ∆aµ = aexpµ − aSMµ = (2.74 ± 0.73) × 10−9 [58–
60]. The WCs identified above can generate contributions to
aµ at two-loop leading-log order. However, since O(1,3)lq andOlu are chirality-conserving, this effect is further suppressed
by m2µ. Thus, given the bounds discussed in Sec. III.2, only a
negligible shift in aµ is permitted.
V. FROM EFT TO SINGLE-MEDIATOR MODELS
In this section we study minimal single-mediator models
that can generate the viable effective scenarios identified in
the previous section, namely O(1)lq or Olu.12 We remain in the
basis where Yd is diagonal at Λ, now identifying this scale as
the mediator mass. For minimality, we restrict ourselves to
(i) leptoquarks (LQs) with a single Yukawa coupling, or (ii) a
neutral Z ′ gauge boson with one coupling to quarks and one
to leptons. We will match these mediators onto the SMEFT
at tree-level, verifying our results with [64], and compute the
shift δCii9 = −δCii10 at one-loop leading-log order. Although
models with a single vector resonance (either a vector LQ or
11 See Ref. [55] for other studies relating RK(∗) to K → piνν¯.
12 For previous one-loop explanations of RK(∗) in the literature, see
Refs. [52, 61–63].
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a Z ′) are not UV-complete, a consistent completion can be
built in several scenarios [63, 65]. We assume that the relevant
phenomenology is determined to good accuracy by the mass
and coupling(s) of a single state.
On top of the various constraints discussed in the context of
our EFT analysis, we apply additional bounds to the single-
mediator scenarios, because
• The mediator can be directly produced at colliders;
• The mediator couplings may induce additional WCs,
besides the one needed to explain RK(∗) , contributing
to other low-energy flavour observables;
• LHC dilepton searches at high pT are sensitive to the
specific mediator propagator.
Considering this ensemble of constraints, we find two scenar-
ios which give a net pull against the SM larger than 3σ. Fol-
lowing the notation of Ref. [66], these are
• S3 ∼ (3, 3)1/3 scalar LQ coupled to q3l2;
• Uµ1 ∼ (3, 1)2/3 vector LQ coupled to q3l1,
while theZ ′µ ∼ (1, 1)0 vector boson coupled to l2l2 and u2u3
is a marginally successful case. We indicated the SM repre-
sentation of the mediator in the form (SU(3)c, SU(2)L)Y ,
and we listed only the couplings sufficient for a good fit.
In the following, we provide a detailed discussion of why
these three cases above stand out. We will also mention an ad-
ditional viable scenario, namely a finite one-loop contribution
induced by the S1 ∼ (3, 1)1/3 scalar LQ coupled to q3l1.
V.1. Mediators for O(1)lq
[
and O(3)lq
]
We start by discussing the scalar LQ, S3. The relevant La-
grangian for our analysis is given by
L ⊃ −m2S3 S†3S3 +
[
λS3ij q
c
i (iσ2σ
A)ljS
A
3 + h.c.
]
, (49)
where λS3ij denotes the LQ Yukawa couplings. For a unique
non-zero λS3ij , the tree-level matching at µ = Λ gives the WCs
1
Λ2
C
(1)
lq
jjii
=
3
Λ2
C
(3)
lq
jjii
=
3|λS3ij |2
4m2S3
. (50)
Operator mixing then generates one-loop contributions to b→
s transitions, inducing nonzero Cjj9 −Cjj10, as explained in the
previous section. We find a pull larger than 3σ with respect to
the SM for a nonzero λS332 coupling, i.e. with third-generation
quarks running in the loop. The results are illustrated in the
left panel of Fig. 5, where we superimpose the result from our
fit to flavour and electroweak precision observables with LHC
constraints. These can be either limits from direct searches
for pair-produced LQs or from the study of high-pT dimuon
tails, which receive a t-channel LQ contribution. The S3 with
λS332 6= 0 is constrained to mS3 >∼ 1400 GeV at 95% C.L
by searches for the decay S4/33 → µ+b¯ [67]. On the other
hand, a reanalysis of the dimuon tail in Ref. [68] allows us to
constrain a combination of |λS332 | and mS . From Fig. 5, we
see that LHC constraints probe an important fraction of the
allowed parameter space, but this scenario remains a viable
loop-level explanation of RK(∗) .
The relevant interactions for the vector LQ, Uµ1 , are
L ⊃ m2U1 U†1µUµ1 +
[
λUij qiγµU
µ
1 lj + h.c.
]
. (51)
The tree-level matching generates
1
Λ2
C
(1)
lq
jjii
=
1
Λ2
C
(3)
lq
jjii
= −|λ
U
ij |2
2m2U1
, (52)
where we obtain a different sign to Eq. (50). Due to this sign
difference, we find a pull larger than 3σ with respect to the SM
in the scenario with λU31, i.e. coupling to electrons rather than
muons, unlike the S3 case discussed above. This model can
explain RK(∗) while remaining consistent with present LHC
limits [69]. The parameter space is qualitatively similar to the
S3 case displayed in the left panel of Fig. 5.13
We remark that these minimal scenarios neatly avoid the
most serious flavour bounds. Since b → s is generated at one
loop, strongly-constrained ∆F = 2 processes such as K − K¯
mixing are generated at two loops, hence the bounds are eas-
ily satisfied by both models. The process B → K(∗)νν is
not induced by U1 at one-loop leading-log order. Moreover,
the shift due to S3 to RνK(∗) ≡ B(B → K(∗)νν¯)/B(B →
K(∗)νν¯)SM turns out to be very small and well below the ex-
perimental limits, RνK∗ < 2.7 and R
ν
K < 3.9 [70, 71], as
shown by the green contour lines in Fig. 5.
Let us now discuss a scenario in which the anomalies are
explained by a one-loop finite LQ contribution, thus illustrat-
ing a limitation of our RGE analysis. Consider the S1 ∼
(3, 1)1/3 leptoquark with couplings only to fermion doublets,
L ⊃ −m2S1S†1S1 +
[
λS1ij q
c
i (iσ2)lkS1 + h.c.
]
. (53)
This does not contribute to b → s`j`j processes at tree-level,
because it induces C(1)lq = −C(3)lq , and therefore δCjj9 =
δCjj10 = 0. Nonetheless, as observed in Ref. [62], this LQ
gives a one-loop finite contribution to C9−C10. For instance,
by taking λS131 6= 0, one obtains
1
Λ2
(
C
(1)
lq
1123
+ C
(3)
lq
1123
)
=
V ∗tsVtb y
2
t |λS131 |2
32pi2m2S1
. (54)
We verified that with the recently updated data summarised
in Section II, this scenario can explain the anomalies while
obeying various constraints. These include the mild bound
13 Since constraints from dilepton tails were not derived for electron cou-
plings in Ref. [68], we used the EFT bound from [47], which is expected
to hold up to a O(1) factor. In this case, the allowed window is a little
narrower than for the S3.
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FIG. 5. Parameter space for scalar leptoquarks with a single coupling: S3 with mass mS3 and coupling λ
S3
32 (left panel), and S1 with mass
mS1 and coupling λ
S1
31 (right panel). Dark (light) blue areas indicate the 1(2)σ preferred regions in our fit of the ensemble of flavour and
electroweak precision observables described in subsection III.2. Shaded regions are excluded by various collider constraints at 95% C.L.. The
green lines are contours for RνK = R
ν
K∗ = 1.05, 1.1.
mS1 > 800 GeV [72] from LHC searches for pair-produced
S1 decaying into a bbνν final state. Since there is no e+e− →
bb at tree-level, the LEP (LHC) bounds from this (the reverse)
process are negligible. Moreover, we did not find relevant
constraints on the interactions tt¯νν¯ or tt¯e+e−. This scenario
provides a pull larger than 3σ with respect to the SM. The
best-fit region is shown in the right panel of Fig. 5. The model
induces only a small shift in Rν
K(∗) , as shown in the figure.
For completeness, we remark that C(1)lq can also be gen-
erated at tree-level by the exchange of the vector LQ, U3 ∼
(3, 3)2/3, with a single coupling, or by a Z ′ coupled to quark
and lepton doublets. The former is constrained by corrections
to Z-couplings and gives a pull of at most 2.3σ against the
SM. The latter case, in which the Z ′ couples to one flavour of
leptons and one of quarks, does not give a big pull against the
SM due to LEP and LHC bounds on contact interactions as
outlined in Section III.2. As emphasised previously, the LHC
bounds should be treated with caution as they are generally
outside the EFT regime of validity. However, for s-channel
processes mediated by a Z ′ they provide a conservative bound
(see e.g. [47]), so can be used to test the model’s validity.
V.2. Mediators for Olu
Apart from several flavour components of C(1)lq , the other
operator that can accommodate the anomalies at one loop,
identified in Section IV, isO lu
2223
. This operator can be gener-
ated by a Z ′ model with interactions
L ⊃ m
2
Z′
2
Z ′µZ
′µ − [gliiZ ′µliγµli + gujkZ ′µujγµuk + h.c.] ,
(55)
by taking glµµ, g
u
ct 6= 0. Thus, at tree-level we generate
1
Λ2
C lu
2223
= −g
l
µµ g
u
ct
m2Z′
,
1
Λ2
C ll
2222
= − (g
l
µµ)
2
2m2Z′
. (56)
We open a parenthesis on the choice of non-zero couplings
for the mediators. In this paper we do not investigate the non-
trivial theory of flavour needed to induce only the desired cou-
plings: flavour symmetries can generally be engineered for
this purpose. In the case of a gauge-boson mediator, there is
the additional issue of building an ultraviolet-complete gauge
model, in which that specific gauge boson is the lightest new
particle. It is instructive to sketch a toy model that may lead
to a light Z ′ν coupled to cγ
νt and l2γν l2 only. To have an off-
diagonal coupling only (in the up-quark singlet sector), one
needs to introduce a non-abelian gauge symmetry, minimally
SU(2)′, and to split the three gauge boson masses so that the
lightest is identified with Z ′ν ≡ Z ′1ν . This can be achieved by
introducing a complex scalar φ ∼ 2SU(2)′ and a real scalar
∆A ∼ 3SU(2)′ , coupled as ρ[φT (iσ2)∆AσAφ + h.c.], with ρ
a real mass parameter. While the vev of φ provides an equal
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FIG. 6. Vector boson Z′µ with mZ′ = 500 GeV and couplings glµµ
and guct. Dark (light) blue are 1(2)σ preferred regions in our fit of
flavour and electroweak observables. Shaded regions are excluded
by other constraints.
mass to the three gauge bosons, the triplet vev turns out to
align in the ∆1 direction, and one can check that this con-
tributes to the masses of Z ′2,3ν only, making them parametri-
cally heavier. Now, any fermion ψ ≡ (ψ1 ψ2)T ∼ 2SU(2)′
couples to Z ′1ν off-diagonally, g
′Z ′1ν (ψ1γ
νψ2 +ψ2γ
νψ1). For
the quark sector, one can identify ψ with a vector-like up-
quark singlet, U , and arrange for c (t) to mix with U1 (U2)
only via the vev of φ. For the lepton sector, the appropri-
ate ψ is a vector-like lepton doublet, L, with l2 mixing with
both SU(2)′ components L1 and L2. These mixings can be
arranged by an appropriate flavour symmetry and provide the
desired pattern of Z ′ν couplings.
Let us discuss the experimental bounds on such model. The
main constraint on glµµ stems from the νµ trident process,
νµ + N → νµµ+µ− + N [73]. Using σCHARM-II/σSM =
1.58 ± 0.64 from Ref. [74] and σCCFR/σSM = 0.82 ± 0.28
from Ref. [75] as experimental input, and the recent calcula-
tion of the νµ trident cross-section in [73] as theoretical in-
put, where subleading nucleus effects are included, we obtain
|glµµ| ≤ 2.3mZ′/TeV at 2σ. Furthermore, the upper limit on
t → cZ[→ `+`−] decays, B(t → cZ) < 2.4 × 10−4 at 95%
C.L. [76], can be reinterpreted as a search for t → cµ+µ−
decays mediated by a virtual Z ′. This places an upper bound
on |glµµguct|/m2Z′ . Taking the Z ′ propagator to be 1/m2Z′ is
a good approximation, since the experiment makes a cut on
the dimuon-pair invariant mass, m`` ∈ [mZ − 15 GeV,mZ +
15 GeV]  mZ′ . This bound already cuts into some pre-
ferred parameter space, see Fig. 6, and could become more
stringent in the next LHC run. As the plot shows, the 1σ best-
fit region is almost excluded |glµµ|, |guct| ≤ 5 and mZ′ = 500
GeV, thus this minimal scenario is only marginally successful
in explaining the b→ s anomalies.
Alternatively, the WC Clu could be generated by a scalar
LQ, R2 ∼ (3, 2)7/6, or a vector LQ, V˜2 ∼ (3, 2)−1/6, with
interactions
L ⊃ λRijuiR2lj + λVij V˜ µ2 uciγµlj , (57)
with λRiµ 6= 0 or λViµ 6= 0, for i = c, t. The former was pro-
posed as a loop solution in Ref. [52]. While it remains possi-
ble with two (or more) couplings, we confirm that with only a
single coupling it does not give a large pull against the SM due
to a combination of Z-pole bounds and LHC constraints, cf.
[51, 68]. The V˜2 scenario has not to our knowledge been con-
sidered in the literature, and we found that the combination of
Z-pole and LHC bounds also rules out this case.
VI. CONCLUSION
The current ensemble of b→ s`` anomalies constitutes one
of the most statistically significant departures from the SM in
flavour data. In this article, we have comprehensively classi-
fied new physics explanations in the language of the SMEFT.
After reviewing the tree-level solutions in Section II, we per-
formed a thorough analysis of the possible contributions at
one-loop leading-log order in Section III. We extended previ-
ous analyses by inspecting all possible WCs, and imposing a
broader range of constraints, including bounds from Z-pole
observables, LFU in meson decays, and collider bounds on
contact interactions. In total, we found just a few individual
WCs that provide a successful fit of the data, as summarised
in Table II. Apart from the Clu scenario, previously pointed
out in the literature, we showed for the first time that C(1)lq
or C(1)lq = C
(3)
lq , with flavour-conserving couplings to quarks,
can also explain the anomalies at loop level. The working
scenarios were discussed in detail in Section IV, carefully in-
cluding the running of the down-quark Yukawa, Yd, between
the new physics and the electroweak scale, which we found
to be qualitatively important. We further demonstrated that
the associated shifts in B(K → piνν) and B(B → Kνν) are
much smaller than their experimental sensitivities.
We exploited the working EFT scenarios to construct mini-
mal UV-complete models in Section V. We considered models
involving a single LQ (Z ′) with only one (two) coupling(s)
to SM fermions of definite flavour. Such minimal scenarios
had not previously been considered in the literature, yet we
demonstrated that three LQ scenarios are able to explain the
b→ s`` anomalies while conforming to both EFT and model-
specific constraints. One Z ′ scenario proved to be marginally
successful. The favoured parameter space is shown in Fig. 5
for the two scalar LQ models and in Fig. 6 for for the Z ′
model. This exercise highlights the usefulness of our EFT
results for model-building.
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A limitation of our analysis is that we do not account for
finite one-loop contributions. One such case is provided by the
S1 LQ, as discussed in Section V.1. Other such cases cannot
be excluded, but they have to contend with the wide range of
constraints which we outlined, and they are likely marginal.
The paucity of loop-level solutions which evade all bounds
– both in the EFT and the single-mediator analyses – shows
the difficulty in explaining the b → s`` anomalies with TeV-
scale new physics. If the anomalies persist, we have shown
that only very specific directions in the EFT parameter space
are viable, and only very restricted model-building avenues
can be taken. There is a significant chance of confirming or
disproving these possibilities with the expected experimental
progress in the near future.
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Appendix A: Notation and conventions
We consider the same notation of Ref. [15–17] for the oper-
ators in the Warsaw basis, except for the notation replacement
Oqe → Oeq , which ensures that lepton flavour indices come
before quark flavour indices in all operators. Quark and lepton
doublets are denoted by q and l, while up and down quarks
and lepton singlets are denoted by u, d and e, respectively.
Our convention for the covariant derivative is given by
Dµ = ∂µ + ig1 Y Bµ + ig2 τ
IW Iµ + ig3 T
AGAµ , (A1)
where TA = λA/2 are the SU(3)c generators, τ I = σI/2 are
the SU(2)L generators and Y denotes the hypercharge. The
Yukawa couplings are defined in flavour basis as
Lyuk = −H† d¯ Yd q − H˜† u¯ Yu q −H† e¯ Ye l + h.c. , (A2)
where flavour indices have been omitted. We work in the basis
where Y` = Ŷ` and Yd = Ŷd are diagonal matrices, while
Yu = ŶuV depends on the CKM matrix, V ≡ VCKM.
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